
Julie Desmet Weaver was trained in Marseille at the Conservatory of Dramatic Art and dance at
Studio-Ballet Colette Armand. Then in Paris. Interpreter, she plays in several performances. She
received the Mounet Sully Award for her performance of poetic works.
 
Julie becomes a director on several shows (France and international) : She creates and plays with
the choreographer Eugénie Andrin the show "PHEDRE, la dernière danse" with Jean Guizerix,
danseur étoile of the Paris Opera. This creation is supported by the Centre national de la Danse de
and by ADAMI. This show was programmed in June 2017 at the Festival "Myths of the city" in
Romania.
 
Since 2017, Julie Desmet Weaver has been involved in the exploration of writing, including digital
language, to bring new experiences to the viewer and initiate encounters around literary, visual,
audio and interactive stories. 
 
In January 2018, she won with her team the Cine Corps Festival Award for the presentation of a
film-dance concept for virtual reality. And in March 2018, she wrote the concept of a Web Dance -
Ethnology series, designed for social networks, which consists in exchanging in real time with eight
men and women from all over the world, who live fully between modernity and traditional dance.
 
She imagines for the birth century of Boris Vian, in 2020 a project inspired by his famous jazz novel:
L'ECUME DES JOURS Rêverie virtuelleThis project comes in two forms:
-a digital theater performance (1h10)
- an installation XR "Colin's bedroom" (15mn)
 
In June 2018 she was awarded S.T.ARTS from the European program "Horizon 2020 - Research and
Innovation", supported by IRCAM and leCentre Pompidou
The project was hosted in residence at CENTQUATRE in Paris last december and the performance
was presented, in preview, as part of the SEASON France / Romania organized by the French
Institute. The show received the special jury prize at the Baia Mare International Film Festival.
 
In October 2019, she received the SACD Award "Ecriture Multi Screens"
She is currently working on the choreographic project ENTREZ DANS LA DANSE, inspired by Jean
Teulé's novel and imagined for virtual reality.
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"Surprise is the trigger for change 
because it opens the doors of imagination 
Everything starts with a glare. "
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